GETTING THE WORD OUT!
NHRI’S GROWING COLLABORATION WITH ATLANTIC FORESTRY REVIEW
Over the last two years the NHRI team has been working collaboratively with Atlantic Forestry Review to get the word out
about managing northern hardwoods in a manner that delivers good financial returns for landowners and forest managers
and long-term sustainability for the forest. This important collaboration has been very strategic for us and allows the magazine to share important information to their readers—based on the results of our various applied research initiatives. Below
you will find links to the articles NHRI has produced collaboratively with AFR over the last two years. We encourage you to
give them a read and give us some feedback.

RECRUITMENT DRIVE: Hardwood management must reverse encroachment by low-value species.
Atlantic Forestry Review, January 2019, p.17.
GAELIC POETRY FOR DEAF SEAGULLS? A case study in making sure applied research is useful, and actually used!
Atlantic Forestry Review, September 2019.
THE TIME FOR ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT HAS COME: What can we do now to ensure our forests thrive in a changing climate?
Atlantic Forestry Review, November 2019.
SEVEN SILVICULTURE PRINCIPLES: Fundamental concepts to guide treatments in mixed and hardwood forests.
Atlantic Forestry Review, May 2020.
COMMITMENT ISSUES: Do your homework before hiring a harvest contractor.
Atlantic Forestry Review, January 2021.

Click on titles to read the full articles

The future of our collaborative work with Atlantic Forestry Review is bright. Over the course of the next year we will be
working on a series of articles dealing with game changing technology that is on the verge of having field applications. The
publications will bring light to the very promising applied research that is currently happening in the field of forest operations
optimization through digital connectivity. Forestry is poised to benefit from the many advancements brought forward by the
ICT sector (Information Communication Technology). Stay tuned to find out how harvester on-board computer data, UAV’s,
LiDAR, satellite imaging, logistics software and AI—to name a few—are all about to come together to revolutionize the way
forest operations are conducted today.
Having publications like Atlantic Forestry Review within the forestry community is imperative to the future development of
the sector. Their work serves as a platform through which ideas, best practices and success stories can be shared and appreciated within our community. The value of their work cannot be overstated. If you operate in the forestry sector and you do
not have a subscription to Atlantic Forestry Review, we urge you to do so; for your own benefit and the benefit of the Atlantic
forestry community.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
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